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Preventing embarrassment or worse by automatically muting 
microphone when more than one human voice is detected 
 
 
This disclosure relates to the field of computer science, machine learning, and communications. 
A method for preventing unintended electronic transmissions is disclosed.  This method involves automatically 
disabling electronic transmission when two or more individuals are detected when only a single individual is expected.  
Detection can be accomplished using a machine learning classifier that has been trained to distinguish between 
electronic transmissions including single and multiple individuals.   
When attending online meetings from home, typically a single microphone will only receive audio from one particular 
individual. If audio from multiple individuals is detected, this may indicate that a private conversation is taking place. 
To prevent transmission of the private conversation, the microphone can be automatically muted when more than 
individual is detected. This behavior can be overridden in situations where there is more than one speaker in a 
particular location (being recorded by a single microphone). 
 
Working remotely has become increasingly common and that is likely to continue in the future. It is not unusual for 
participants in online meetings to inadvertently remain connected to meetings after a meeting has ended. This can 
result in private conversations being broadcast allowing others that remain connected to the online meeting to 
eavesdrop. Accidental transmission of private conversations could result in significant embarrassment, loss of 
business, or other problems. 
 
This idea prevents inadvertent transmission of private conversations by automatically detecting when more than one 
individual is speaking and automatically muting the microphone. 
 
There are several ways of currently preventing the inadvertent transmission of private conversations. 
 
1. The online meeting can be exited, however, in some cases the participant will forget to exit the meeting. 
2. The microphone can be muted manually, however, in some cases the participant may forget to mute the 
microphone, or it may take an excessive amount of time to complete the muting process. 
3. Technology that filters out background noise can be used; however, this technology does not filter private 
conversations. 
4. Voice to text technology can detect a variety of words including profanity, however, this technology does not 
currently include a mute function and cannot be used to determine the presence of multiple speakers. 
In this invention, audio is captured from a microphone and classified as having multiple human voices or not having 
multiple human voices using a machine learning model. If the classification of having multiple speakers exceeds a 
threshold (in terms of confidence and an amount of sampling time), the microphone is muted. 
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In the figure, a receiver 110 is coupled to a transmitter 120 and a classifier 130.  The receiver 110 receives an 
electronic signal and makes that signal available for processing by the transmitter 120 and classifier 130.  The signal 
may be an audio, video, or any other information signal that contains information that may include one or more 
individuals.  The receiver 110 may transform the signal into a form that may be used by the transmitter 120 or 
classifier 130.  The transmitter 120 transmits the signal to one or more external locations.  The classifier 130 
determines if the signal contains information originating from more than one individual.  If so, the classifier 130 
signals to the coupled transmitter 120 to disable external transmission of the signal.  
 
Machine learning researchers have made significant progress in detecting the identity of a particular person using the 
voice of that person (voice identification), but this remains a challenging problem. Detecting if there are multiple 
people speaking, however, is a much less challenging problem. Detecting if there are multiple people speaking is a 
binary classification problem: either multiple people are speaking or not. Furthermore, there is potentially an 
enormous amount of training data available since the vast majority of online meeting attendance involves a single 
speaker per microphone, however, the overall meeting involves multiple speakers. 
 
The audio can be captured by using operating system hooks that enable capture, which would allow this approach to 
be used regardless of whether the microphone is built into the machine or external. The actual classification could be 
accomplished using a machine learning model deployed locally to avoid the cost and privacy risks associated with 
transmitting the audio to an online service. 
 
Automatic muting could be disabled in circumstances where there are actually multiple speakers present. The muting 
algorithm could also be adjusted to require higher confidence of the detection of multiple speakers or longer periods. 
 
Although this disclosure has focused on audio, the overall concept could be extended to video as well.  In this 
instance, a video classifier would detect the presence of more than one individual in the video stream. 
 
Finally, this approach could be enhanced by incorporating the detection of disruptive sounds like a dog barking, toilet 
flushing, or background construction (in addition to the presence of multiple individuals). Existing technology exists 
that will filter (and presumably could also detect) disruptive sounds. In the context of this disclosure, muting in 
response to disruptive sounds would be an additional capability that mutes audio in addition to the primary idea 
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